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LIST OF S YMBOLS

A, B points at either end of the doublet line on the sending panel

Ak nondimensional area of the k'th panel defined in Equations 6.25 and 6.26

C control point on receiving panel

C (1), C (2)  weights used in finite part integration of the planar and nonplanar parts of the
Kernel function, defined in Equations B.20 and B'21

Cm unsteady pitching moment coefficient defined in Equation 6"26

Cmi unsteady spanwise sectional pitching moment coefficient defined in Equation 6.18

CN unsteady yawing moment coefficient defined in Equation 6.37

C, unsteady side force coefficient defined in Equation 6-36

C, unsteady normal force coefficient defined in Equation 6 25

Czj unsteady spanwise sectional normal force coefficient defined in Equation 6'17

Cr root chord

mean geometric chord of NLR wing; C = 0.4183 m

D, element of matrix of aerodynamic normalwash influence coefficients defined in
Equation 2.2

D(1), D(2 )  planar and nonplanar parts of D,, defined in Equations 4.12 an( 4.13

F frequency of oscillation in Hz

f nondimensional mode shape

G"), G( 2) numerators of the planar and nonplanar parts of the Kernel function defined in
Equations A.4 and A'5

h vertical separation between wing and tail defined in Section 6 1

i, j, k orthogonal unit vectors in the ., y and z directions

K Kernel function defined in Equation 3" 1

K,, Kernel function relating the induced normalkash at a receiving point t to the
pressure at a sending point s
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K , , K, elements of the planar and nonplanar parts of the Kernel function defined in

Equations 3.4 and 3.5

k nondimensional frequency parameter, w1 U

1 reference length

/ quarter chord line of s'th panel defined in Equation 2.4

M free stream Mach number

M unsteady pitching moment defined in Equation 6.24

Mj unsteady spanwise sectional pitching moment defined in Equation 6-16

N unsteady yawing moment defined in Equation 6.33

n number of straight line segments into which the interval 1, is divided

p pressure defined in Equation 2.1

Q generalised force coefficient

r control point on the receiving panel located at the 3 4-chord point and illustrated
in Figure 4

rAR(a) position vector of points along the doublet line of a panel as a function of non-
dimensional position parameter a defined in [Equalion 5 1

S semi-span

T1, T, elements of the planar and nonplanar parts of the Kernel function detined in
Equations 3.2 and 3.3

T,* element of the nonplanar part of the Kernel function defined in Equation 4.9

r time

U free stream velocity

-. W,(2 weights used in integration of the planar and nonplanar parts of the Kernel
function when r 2 

> 0, defined in Equations A -37 and A- 3

dimensional normalwash defined in Equation 2.1

X~,). )'B(a). components in the i, j. k directions of the posit ion .ector r.,;1 r) detiined inl
ZB(a) Equation 5-1

X. v. orthogonal coordinate, ol'a point delincd using the global (X\. Y, /) coordinate
system of Figure I

, Blkl dimensional s-ordinate of the balance centre defined in Equations 6.26 and 6"35

Xk  dimensional x-ordinate of the lift point on the Vilb panel defined in Equations
6.26 and 6.35



-i £jdimensional x-ordinate of the 1/4-chord point of the j'th section defined in

Equation 6- 18

Y unsteady side force defined in Equation 6.32

Z unsteady normal force defined in Equations 6.23 and 6 30

a ¢Inondimensional normalwash defined in Equation 2.3

E parameter used as a criterion for selecting the appropriate integration scheme.
defined in Equations 5-15-5-17

-/ / I - M,

/1 ,, sweep angle of quarter chord line of the s'th sending panel defined in Equation 2-4

f,, vS dihedral angles of the receiving and sending points defined in Equations 3.2
and 3.3

0 angular rotation in torsion

A nondimensional pressure defined in Equation 25

p density of air in the free stream

parametric position coordinate defined in Equation 5" 1

(0 circular frequency of oscillation

Subscripts and superscripts

denotes planar part of variable or function

(21 denotes nonplanar part of variable or function

A denotes value at point A on doublet line

a denotes value at point B on doublet line

ij denotes quantity relating to a panel in the i'th row of the i'th streamixise column
of panels

denotes receixing panel or point

denotes sending panel or point

(S) denotes a quantity relating to the steady Kernel function.



1. INTRODUCTION

A previous report by Waldman [1] describes a FORTRAN program for calculating general-
ised air forces on arbitrary combinations of lifting surfaces. The method used therein is a
variation of the doublet lattice method of Albano and Rodden [2]. This report describes
further modifications and enhancements to the integration procedures used.

The initial formulation of the doublet lattice method [2] is adequate for calculating inter-
ference effects on general nonplanar lifting surface configurations; however, some computational
difficulties have occurred for nearly coplanar wing/horizontal tail combinations [3, 4. 5]. The
formulation of the doublet lattice method used in [I ] is able to deal with nearly coplanar surfaces,
up to the point where the vertical separation is so small as to be negligible. Although the method
yields accurate results, it is computationally expensive, especially for nearly coplanar surfaces.
since the number of integration points needed is large.

A significantly improved method for carrying out the required integrations has been devel-
oped and implemented. This uses some features of the approach proposed by Giesing et al. [41
and extends the techniques found in [1].

2. THE DOUBLET LATTICE METHOD

The doublet lattice method is a panel method for the solution of the oscillatory subsonic
pressure-normalwash integral equation for multiple interfering surfaces

tj x "_r " Z) , r) l J V(x ,- , _. - : ,; A , () p (x ,. I,. :,) d S 2 1

L.S.

where w(Z.r. r) e"' is the induced oscillatory normalwash. p(.i, y,. :, e"' is the pressure
distribution over all lifting surfaces, L.S., and K is the subsonic nonplanar Kernel function.
The coordinates of the sending and receiving points are given by (x_ y,, :,) and (.X,. I.. :). The

symbol indicates integration in the sense of Mangler [6].

In the doublet lattice method the lifting surfaces are divided into small trapeiial panels,
as shown in Figure I. By assuming that the unknown pressure p is uniform over a panel, Albano
and Rodden [2] have shown that the integral equation, Equation 2" 1. reduces to a set of linear
simultaneous equations. These may he written in matrix form as

r(0r. Yr. Zr)
wherer 2h4

COS 2-4
41- 

4
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p,(x s, yS, z) 25

pU
2

c, is the mean chord of the s'th sending panel

P,1 is the sweep angle of the 1/4-chord line of the s'th sending panel

K,, is the subsonic nonplanar Kernel function relating the normalwash
at the control point (mid-span 3/4-chord point) on the r'th receiving
panel to the pressure occurring at a sending point on the s'th sending
panel

1, denotes that the integration is carried out along the 1/4-chord line of
the s'th sending panel.

By evaluating Equation 2.4 we are calculating the contribution to the normalwash at a (receiving)
point on panel r that is due to the uniform pressure occurring over a (sending) panel s.

3. THE KERNEL FUNCTION

The Kernel function relates the complex normalwash w(x, y, Zr) e'' to the complex
pressure p(x,, y,, z,) e"', and can be written in the following form

- ionx

K = e v (KI T, + K2 T 2),r 2  31

where Tj = cos (y,)- y) 3.2

T 2 = {z, cos yr-) sin yHzI cos 7,-, sin 2 r 33

Mr 2 t
K, = 1, + (- + u, c 3.4

R

iVM2 r'K 2 = -312 R u() I21 I 3"5

Mr 2 .r
2  

ti u 2 1 u
- + U ) - r_ P 2 + --- { I t'

R R- R +I I

X =Xr -X, Y=YrIY, -- . 3"6

B = (I - M 2 )1
1
2  r . 2 4 Zl)1 2  R - (.k, ' . 23 7

MR - Av = -1, -= r

and y, and y, are the dihedral angles of the receising and scnding points located at I-, v,.-,)
and (x,, y,, z,). The terms 1, and 12 represent the two infinite integrals

II(u,, v) =,I ) d- i 3"9

2



12(ul, v) e-J (1 + u2 ) 2 du 3'10

Techniques for the calculation of 1, and /2 can be found in [1, 4].

Note that for the steady case (a) = 0), the expressions for K, and K2 simplify to [7]

Ki"= Y, + 1 3.11
R

K2()= - -2) -' + 1 3-12

In discussions involving the Kernel function it is customary and convenient to refer to
the terms incorporating K, T, as the planar part of the function. The terms incorporating
K2 T2 are referred to as the nonplanar part of the function.

4. BEHAVIOUR OF THE KERNEL FUNCTION

The general form of the nonplanar Kernel function, K. was given in Equation 3 1 as:

K= T (, T, - K 2 T2) r2  4-1

The formal basis of the doublet lattice meihod is to approximate the nuncrator of K %kith a
polynomial and integrate Equation 2 3analyticallN [2]. The integration used to obtain the normal-
wash influence coefficients. D_ works well for all cases, planar and nonplanar. wkith the c\ccption
of the nearly coplanar case [3. 4. 5].

Consider the case where the receiving point is doknstream of the ,ending panel. Mhcre X
defines the downstream direction in Figure I. 'Ahen there exists a small nornmal ,epiraijon
between the receiving point and the plane of the sending panel, then the imcrator of the Kernel
function has large variations along the intk,-al I in the line intcgral

4 n

The typical behaviour of the numeralor (,I the itead\ kerncl I . n .ii i rll , 111

Figure 2. Values of the numerator. (A,' 1 - A ' "' 1 i. arc plit ed 1,tiri-, i h, . ii C
variable y, in the vicinity of .y, = 0 for three %aues ot %crtit I distani c :, ,ind a th,,rdvkisc
distance v, x 0.5. Both the sending and receiving panels lie ini plarie, pirillcl lo Ilie hri/ontal
plane. Note that the curves arc asymptotic Jt, the saluc (A'"' 1 , " / A I I II It salile,
of i - + -f.. although this is not apparent fronm f jiirc 2. ()J, , .,' 1 d 1,11
when the length /, of the line integral is large compared lit r I " h. \,itti. li , of

(K "' T, - K2 ' T2 ) across the panel arc %er lare I hcretit .I - r . ' t p lk i,
fit is inadequate.

In "d""mI laim I • - -i3



Expressions for the various parts of the unsteady Kernel function valid for small values
of y1 , and downstream of the sending point are [4]

K, -2 4-3

K 2 - -4 4"4

T= cos (y, - y) 4.5

T 2 = (z, cos y, - Y, sin ),,)(z, cos y, - y, sin y,)/r 2  4'6

where r'(= y, 2 + z' 2) - 0 and x, > 0. Using Equations 4-3 to 4"6 in the numerator gives

- i50X

1rM e {K, T, + K 2 T 2}
r
2 

-- 0 0

e u {2cos((-ys)4(zi COS yr-Y, sin yr)(z, cos y -y 1 sin y"),r' 4-7

The term that requires the most care during integration arises from the nonplanar term and is
the one divided by r2 and involves T2.A plot of T2 as a function of y, is given in Figure 3 for
y. = 0°, y, = 450 and two values of z1 . It is clear that a low-order polynomial fit will not give
accurate results when r/Is is small.

One solution to this problem is to consider the nonplanar terms separately from the planar.
The planar terms vary as l/r2 but the nonplanar terms vary as lr ' . hence the Kernel function
can be written as [4]

- ionx I

K - e v (K T r2 + K T, r4 4.8

where T2 * r 2 T2 = (z cos Y, - Y, sin 4( 1 cos yj -y, sin y) 4.9

Equation 4,8 may be rewritten as

K = e c K T,, r2 + e u A'2 T,* r4  4-10

and the numerators of each of the terms may now he approximated Xsith a low-order pol.-
nomial since they are slowly varying functions over the line intersal /,.

Hence, Equation 4.2 may be written as

r, + 1+ 4.11

where D -- , c t A, 71 , r ,11 4-12

12) C ,
D =-- 1 A 2 T,* r

4 
d/ 4.13

I,



By a suitable choice of integration scheme, it is possible to analytically incorporate the l/r2

and l/r 4 behaviour into the integration procedure. This has the effect of minimising compu-
tational errors involved in evaluating the integrals over regions where r is small or becomes
equal to zero.

5. INTEGRATION OF THE KERNEL FUNCTION

5.1 Geometric Considerations

In calculating the aerodynamic influence coefficients defined by Equation 24. let us consider
the interaction of a receiving panel r and a sending panel s. as shown in Figure 4.

The position vector corresponding to points along the doublet line may be written in terms
of the parametric variable a as follows

rAB(a) = XAB(a) i + YAB(a) j + ZaB(a) k 0 a - 1 5'1

where XAB(a) = XA + (XB - Va)0o 52

YAB(a) = YA + (YB - YA)a 5.3

ZAE(a) = ZA + (ZB - zA)a 5.4

From the definitions of x.)-,, and z, in Equation 36 it is clear that when evaluating the
line integral of Equation 24 the variables x1, Y, and z7 may be written in the following form

x, = a. + ba Y, =a,±ba a, t a 55

where a. = V,- x a, =t,- -. a, =-, Z" 56

b, = V\A - X-1 h, = ya - yll Z,= - -_ lm 5-7

In the equation for the Kernel function the variable r2 is present. The equation for r2 may
be written as

r
'

-~ a, a + braeJ '- 5"

\.here a, b12 + h,2  5.9

h, =21a, h , a, h,]5 1

c' = a 2  
- a,

2
5.1

If the ninimurm value of r- for a given panel combination is denoted h" r2  and the
location of this mimmunm bk a, ,, then \,e hase that

2a,

A, 2

. Cr - 513
4a,



The span of a given sending panel, As, may be calculated from

As 2 = by2 + b1
2  5-14

Due to the organisation of panels into streamwise columns, ari., r min and As need only be
calculated for combinations of columns, rather than individual combinations of panels. This
strategy reduces the number of times these three parameters are calculated.

5.2 Basis for Choice of Integration Procedure

A decision which determines the integration procedure to be used is made on the basis
of the values ri.j, ami. and As that have been calculated for a given combination of sending and
receiving columns of panels. One of the following conditions can occur for such a combination

(i) rmi,/As > c -C> ami > + Cf 5"15

(ii) 0.< r, 1i/As < c u,,i <0 or Unin > 1 5"16

(iii) 0 rminlAs < 0 < Oi n < I 5 17

where - is some small number (typically, e = 0.01 in the program). The ratio rmni As is a non-
dimensional parameter that compares the smallest value of r obtained for a given combination
of sending and receiving panels with the span of the sending column of panels. For compu-
tational purposes, the singularity r = 0 is assumed to occur when rm. lies in the range defined
by 0 ri./ As < c.

Condition (i) corresponds to the case where no singularity occurs for the combination of
sending and receiving panels (or columns) being considered. The integration procedure used is
described in Appendix A for the case where the interval 1, is subdivided into n smaller sub-
intervals. In the program the integration for condition (i) is evaluated with 11 = 1.

Condition (ii) corresponds to the case where a singularity occurs, but it lies outside the
interval of integration /. The integration procedure described in Appendix A is applied with n = 1.

Condition (iii) corresponds to the case where the singularity occurs within the interval of
integration /. The singularity is assumed to occur in the centre of the interval. This requirement
can be met by aligning all columns of panels in streamwise strips. Ihe integration procedure
used is described in Appendix B for the case where the interval 1, is subdivided into (2n - I)
straight line segments. In the program n 4 and the singularity falls in the centre of the 4th
subinterval. The width of the fourth subinterval is I,,n. The remaining six subintervals are placed
symmetrically about the segment containing the singularity, three on either side, and the length
of each of these subintervals is l,1(2n). The choice of n = 4 follows the technique used by Farrell
[5]. By changing a PARAMETER statement in the FORTRAN source code (IR2EQ0 = 2n.
n = 1, 2 .... ) it is possible to vary the integration scheme used to deal with the singularity.

In order to ensure that a high degree of numerical accuracy is maintained in all cases, it
is necessary to choose an appropriate value of the parameter r used prckiousy in Equations
5"15 to 5"17. If the chosen value of e is too large then the "finite part" integration techniques
of Appendix B will be applied when there is no singularity prcsent. On the other hand, if is
too small then the proximity effects of the approaching singularity will cause the integration
techniques of Appendix A to lose numerical accuracy.

Giesing et al. [4] have investigated this situation. They found that numerical difficulties
arose in their integration algorithm when rminiAs = 0-00125. With the present method, no
numerical difficulties were encountered for cases with r,,jiA,s = 0-01. Hence, the value of
was set at c = 0-01, this being more conservative than the equivalent value used by Giesing
et al. [4]. Since As is small, rin = Ase is very small and can be assumed to be zero i.e. the
planar case. The small value ofE ensures that the transition from the case of very nearly coplanar
surfaces to the case of coplanar surfaces is achieved without a discontinuity in the results.

6



6. COMPARISON WITH OTHER METHODS

The method described above has been implemented at ARL into the FORTRAN 77
program DOULAT. The format of the input data to DOULAT, and the definition of pressures
and generalised forces, is the same as that used in [1].

In order to test and verify the operation of the present method, a number of lifting surface
configurations have been investigated. The test problems selected cover a wide range of frequency
parameters, Mach numbers and variations in geometry. These are designed to test both the
planar and nonplanar aspects of the computational procedure, since both have been significantly
modified.

The various configurations are described in Sections 6.1 to 6.5, and the comparisons of
the results with those of other workers are shown in Tables I to 7. The comparisons include
results obtained by a variety of computational formulations of the doublet lattice method,
lifting surface methods, and also some experimental results.

In the Tables the results are presented in terms of modulus and phase. Where the frequency
parameter is zero (k = 0) the steady state Kernel function was used.

6.1 AGARD Horizontal Wing and Tailplane

The AGARD horizontal wing and tail combination has been speciflied by AGARD for the
calculation of generalised airforces. The configuration is shown in Figure 5. Calculations have
been made for two values of frequency parameter, k = 0 and k = I .5, at Mach number M = 0-8.
The modes of oscillation are anti-symmetric and are defined by

S(.X. y y(x - 2-25 v- 0-85j on the wing 6'1
Y on the tail 6.2

(Y. Y = r v on the wing 6-3
S(.x - 335) sgny) on the tail 6.4

where the origin of the coordinates is at the apex of the wing. The first mode is torsion of the
wing about an axis 3'",, of the local chord, coupled with roll of the tail. The second is para-
bolic bending of the wing coupled with pitch of the tail.

A number of variations have been investigated for h = 0'0, 0'01. 004, 0- , 0"2. 0'3, 0-4,
0"5 and 0"6. Tables I to 3 compare the results obtained by different vorkers [2, 5. 8. 9, 10]
with those calculated using the present method. The results of Davies [,) and Albano. Perkinson
and Rodden [91 are based on lifting surface methods, and the remainder are based on -arious
computational formulations of the doublet lattice method.

Using the present method generalised forces have been calculated for tsso ditlerent panel
distributions Panel distribution ( 1) consisted of 8 c,enly spaced panel, along the semlii-span
and 6 evenly spaced panels along the chord of the wing. and of h panels along the senii-span
and 4 panels along the chord of the tailplane, also evenly spaced. This distribution was thC same
as that used by Albano and Rodden 12]. Panel distribution (2) had 8 esenly spaced panels along
the chord of the wing and tailplane. All panels on the ving and tailplane at. aligned in stream-
wise strips.

lable I presents generalised forces obtainied for is[,o values of frequecylC, paranieter. k -
and k = 5. for the coplanar case. -The results of the present inethod :lgree ssCll wit those

of other workers. Note that the results of Tarrell's doublet latice CalcU Lit ioll s %crc obtailied
using an array of 10 panels along the semi-span and 5 panels along the chord of the ss ng and
the tailplane.

It is worth noting that in order to convere to Hedmarm's [111 vortex lattice results for stcad,

flo,, and to improve the approximation of [quation 2.4, Albano and Rodden fou nd it necessitrs
to subtract the steady part (k - 0) from the Kernel function A before appl, ,ig their integration
formula, and then to add the effect of a horseshoe vortex vhich was calculated analVticallv.
When comparing the results of the present method (I) with those of Albano and Rodden (the
panel distributions for these two cases being identical) for the sleady planar case ( - 0. h 0),

7



it is evident that there is excellent agreement. There is also negligible difference between the
results of panel distribution (1) and (2).

When comparing the results of the present method for k = I 5 and h = 0 with those of
the refined doublet lattice method of Giesing, Kalman and Rodden, it is seen that results obtained
with the finer panel distribution of the present method (2) are in excellent agreement. The results
of the present method (1) do not display such good agreement, although they differ by a maxi-
mum of less than 7%.

It is interesting to note that for the unsteady case there is always excellent agreement in
the phase angle calculated by the four formulations of the doublet lattice method for any given
generalised force. The small variation that is evident is very much less than that occurring in
the magnitudes of the generalised forces. It is also evident that the variation in results obtained
using the present method and panel distributions (1) and (2) is much greater for the unsteady
case than it is for the steady case.

Table 2 presents results for generalised airforces calculated with h = 0.6 for k = 0 and
k = 1.5. The results of the present method once again agree well with those of other workers.

Table 3 gives a comparison of Davies lifting surface results for k = 1.5 and I 0 to
h = 0"6 with results from the present method obtained using panel distribution (2). There is good
agreement in the trends predicted for the generalised airforces as the vertical separation is varied,
together with an acceptable agreement between individual pairs ofgeneralised forces. As described
in Section 4, early formulations of the doublet lattice method experienced difficulties with non-
planar wing and tailplane combinations where the vertical separation, h, was small [3, 4]. In the
critical region of interest when h = 0.01 and h = 0.04 there is acceptable agreement between the
results due to Davies and those of the present method. No numerical difficulties were encountered
when the above two h values were used.

6.2 Stark's Swept and Tapered T-Tail

The swept and tapered T-tail analysed by Stark 1121 is shown in Figure 6. For this i-tail
the trailing edge of the stabiliser extends beyond the tin trailing edge at the stabiliser tin junction.
The T-tail is assumed to be oscillating in three rigid-body modes. These consist of '.as ing about
a vertical axis through the centre of the root chord of the tin (positive nose right), sidcswa.
(positive left) and rolling about the tin-stabiliser intersection (positke right stabiliscr dow, n).
These modes are defined as

f1(x, y, ) = 3(.v- 0 15577) on l lie fin 65
= 0 on the stahiliser 6 -.6

.12( ,' j 10 oi the lill 6.7

= 00 on the stabiliker 6-8

13(\, Y, Z) o- 1 n the tin 69
- Y oil the stabiliser 6. 10

Figure 7 shows the panel distributions used on the tin and stabiliser. lhe present idealisation
is similar to that used by Kalman, Rodden and Giesing [101.

Table 4 presents generalised airforces calculated for , - 0 mid .1l = 0 and it = 0.8.
The results of the present method agree well with those of other workers. When companing the
results due to Kalman, Rodden and Giesing [(101 with thos, of [he present mc hod, the largest
difference in the generalised forces occurs for the Q, term. Thi ci1 represents the tin -aing
moment due to yaw. and since the side force acting on the tit. Q,,. agrees wcll. this indicale
that the predicted chordwise location of the centre of pressure s ill dilffr. A similar effect occurs
for the Q1  term in the results presented for k = 0.6 and A 0-9 in 1 able 5.

Table 5 presents generalised airforces calculated for if 0 (8 and A - 0.6 and A -t.
The results due to (i) Davies. (ii) Zwaan, and (Iii) Kalman, Rodden atnd (ieing. were obia;ttncd
from [10].

b8



The results shown in Table 5 compare favourably with those predicted by the other methods;
however, the agreement between the magnitudes of the generalised forces Q,,, Q12 and Q13
as calculated by Farrell is comparatively poor.

The generalised forces Q,,, Q12 and Q13 represent the yawing moment due to yaw, sides-
way and roll, respectively. Nine and eleven panels were used down the chord of the fin and
stabiliser in the present method, compared with only four panels down the chord of each surface
for the results due to Farrell, whilst the spanwise distributions were similar. Since the present
method has a significantly finer chordwise panel distribution, it is to be expected that the yawing
moments will be predicted with greater accuracy. As shown in [I], if the chordwis,: panel distri-
bution is chosen to approximate more closely that used by Farrell, then the results of estimates
for QI1 , Q12 and Q, 3 approach those obtained by Farrell. Note that this trend is also followed
by the remaining six generalised forces.

6.3 NLR Clean Wing

This wing (Fig. 8) represents that of the F-5 aircraft and it has been the subject of both
theoretical analysis and wind tunnel testing at the National Aerospace Laboratory (NLR) in
the Netherlands [Ref. 13, Part 11]. During the wind tunnel tests the model was oscillated in
pitch about an axis parallel to the y-axis and passing through the mid-point of the root chord.

Two combinations of Mach number and frequency were investigated. These are M = 0.6
and F = 20 Hz and also M = 0"6 and F = 40 Hz. The nondimensional in-wind vibration
modes are respectively [Ref. 13, Part 11]

f1 (x y) = (0.330 - I .O0x + 0.002y - 0.013xy + 0.052Y2 - 0.067xv 2 ) / 6"11

Y) = (0.312 - 0'954x - 0"148Y + 0.532xy - 0.339Y2 + 0"602xy 2 )/ 6-12

where the reference length, 1, is taken to be equal to the root chord (/ = 0.639 m). Note that in
Equations 61 I and 6 12 the x- and v-ordinates must be given in metres. The expressions for
f, andf, assume that there is no elastic deformation in the chordwise direction. A parabolic defor-
mation is assumed to occur in the spanwise direction. The major component of both modes
is due to rigid body pitch (rotation) about an axis through the centre of the root chord, with
only a small proportion being due to a spanwise bending and torsion contribution.

The in-wind vibration modes for the clean wing are illustrated in Figure 9. The normalis-
ation of the modes is carried out such that at the chordwise wing section containing the point
(. y) = (0.5648, -0.0977) the chordwise slopes of the oscillatory modes are gisen bN

6-1d."(If') = - I 6" 13

dVd.jm (Q1,. = - 6"14

Note that the displacements.f' and 1, are positive in the positive z-direction.
The panel distribution used in the present method (Fig. 10) is tHe same as that used by

NLR [Ref. 13, Part II]. The present method was used to calculate the u,,tcadN spanwise normal
force and pitching moment distributions. The sectional normal force and pitching moment
are given by

7rZj = - p V-2 c.i (C/j 0 "'I 6-15

2

7e
Mj= -)[,2 (,j2 (,M, () e' 6-16
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where Z, is positive in the positive z-direction and Mj is the pitching moment about the quarter-
chord point of the section (positive nose down). The chord cj is the local chord of the section.
The sectional normal force and pitching moment coefficients are given by

Cz - C2yj ;,ij Aij 6.17

nC2dyj >(

im 1 i r 2d j j( i j)16 8

where Aij is the nondimensional pressure acting on a panel in the i'th row of the j'th section,

2 lAj is the area of the panel in the i'th row of the j'th section;

xij is the dimensional x-ordinate of the mid-span quarter-chord point of the panel
in the i'th row of the jth section;

Rj is the dimensional x-ordinate of the quarter-chord point of the j'th section;

dyj is the dimensional width of the panels that comprise the j'th section;

and the summation is carried out over the i panels down the chord of the f'th section.

Figures 11 to 14 show the unsteady normal force and pitching moment distributions for
the clean wing obtained by the present method and compare them with results of NLR doublet
lattice calculations and experimental measurements. The results of the present method are in
excellent agreement with the results of NLR. Both methods predict forces that are greater than
those obtained from NLR experiments.

6.4 NLR Wing with Tipstore

This configuration was studied theoretically and experimentally at NLR [Ref. 13. Part 1111.
It comprises a tip store added to the clean wing described in the previous section. The store
represents an AIM-9J missile and launcher. The panel distributio,- used (Fig. 15) was chosen
to conform as closely as possible to the panel distribution presented in [Rcf. 13. Part II I].

The nondimensional in-wind vibration modes are as follows [Ref. 13. Part 1111

f,(x. Y) = (0.336 - 0.997x + 0.045y 1- 0,032ki
+ 0 141v 2 + 0.001V.-y 2

) (onl wing) 6-19
= (0'389 - I 022.) / (on store)

2(x, '= (0"351 - I '022x + 0 162v - 0-296xv
+ 0"531v 2 - 0-0677v I / (oin wing) 6.20

= (0.459 - I 075.) / (on store)

where the reference length I is taken to be equal to the root chord (I = 0,).639 m). Mode f,
corresponds to M = 0.6 and F = 20 Hi, and mode.f2 corresponds to .A = 0.8 and F = 20 Hz.
Note that the x- and y-ordinates are to be given in metres an I the term "on store" (used in
Equations 6.19 and 6-20) refers to the complete store and launcher assembly.

The expressions for f, and f 2 assume a parabolic deformation in the spanwise direction
and no elastic deformation in the chordwise direction. The major component of both modes
is due to rigid body pitch (rotation) about an axis through the centre of the root chord, and
a small proportion is due to spanwise bending and torsion. The displacements f' and f, are
positive in the positive z-direction.

10
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The modes are normalised such that at the chordwise wing section containing the point
(x,y) = (0.5648, -0'0977) the slopes of the oscillatory modes are given by

dd- (f) = -1 
6.21

dx

d
W, / ) = - 622

dx

The nodal lines for the in-wind vibration modes for the NLR wing with tipstore are pre-
sented in Figure 16. The figure shows that as the Mach number is increased from 4 = 0.6
to M = 0.8 the nodal line is bent further rearwards. Comparing Figure 16a with Figure 9a
indicates that the wing with tipstore possesses a nodal line that is bent further rearwards, especially
over the outer part of the wing.

The present method has been used to calculate the unsteady spanwise normal force distri-
bution on the wing in the presence of aerodynamic interference from the tipstore. The normal
force is defined in Equation 6'17. Figure 17 compares the unsteady local normal force distri-
bution calculated by the present method with that obtained by NLR doublet lattice calculations
and experiment [Ref. 13, Part 1111. It is seen that the present method agrees very well with the
NLR doublet lattice results. When compared with theory, the experimental results yield smaller
values for the real part of Czj (especially near the wing tip) and larger values for the imaginary
part of Czj. This corresponds to a reduction in the magnitude of the force together with a phase
shift. A comparison of Figures I I and 17 indicates that the tipstore acts as an endplate. thus
increasing the load on the wing.

The normal force coefficient Cz and pitching moment coefficient C, have been calculated
for the tipstore (together with its launcher) using the present method. The normal force and
pitching moment about the balance centre (positive nose up) are defined by the folloving
equations

7r

Z = -_ ) |",2€s(1 -.S ' 
.. 6"23

.1 - 1-"' 0 ' 6" 24
4

where ' is the mean geometric chord (c = 0.4193) and s is the semi span ,s = 0-6226). The
normal force and pitching moment coefficients are given by

21/2 \"C/ = - \ , cos '4 .4k, 6"25
7T 'g

4/" 3
CM - - Co" "ik .4k (- - -flI) 6.26

where ,.k is the nondimensional pressure on the k'th panel,

"k is the dihedral angle of the k'th panel;

-k is the dimensional x-ordinate of the mid-span quart, r-chorJ point o~n the k'th panel:

.XBA L is the dimensional x-ordinate of the balance centre (., -_ 0.480 m):

l2Ak is the dimensional area of the k'th panel;

and the summation is taken over all panels on the tipstore and launcher assembly.
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Table 6 presents the unsteady normal force and pitching moment coefficients obtained by
the present method and compares them with theoretical and experimental results obtained by
Tijdeman et al. [Ref. 13, Part 111]. The coefficients have been calculated for a frequency of oscil-
lation F = 20 Hz and two Mach numbers, M = 0.6 and M = 0.8. When compared with the
NLR doublet lattice method, the present method yields coefficients whose magnitudes are 11,,
to 31% greater, the largest variations occuring in the moment coefficients. However, in contrast
to this, the agreement exhibited for the phase angles is excellent, the differences being
less than I-1'.

For the spanwise normal load distribution, excellent agreement has been obtained between
the present method and the NLR doublet lattice method. Even at the wing tip, where the non-
planar effects of the tipstore are greatest, the agreement is still very good. However, when the
unsteady force and moment coefficients for the tipstore are compared. it is found that the force
and moment coefficients are consistently larger when predicted by the present method. On
average, the force coefficient C, is 13". greater, and the moment coefficient C.4 is 28",, greater.
the differences in phase angles being negligible.

When the theoretical force and moment distributions over the wing are compared with
experimental results, it is evident that the theoretical methods overestimate the magnitude, of
these forces. This feature was also apparent for results for the clean wing, described in Section
6.3. However, it is not possible to isolate a similar trend in the force coefficients calculated
for the tipstore.

The reader is referred to Section 7 for additional comments related to the differences
between the theoretical calculations of the present method and the NLR doublet lattice method.

6.5 NLR Wing with Underwing Store

This configuration investigated by NLR [Ref. 13. Part IVj invokes the addition of a pylon.
launcher and missile to the clean wing described in Section 61.3. Thc store represcits an AIM-9J
missile, and is represented by additional thin lifting surfa ce,. [he panel distribution is shown
in Figure 18 and conforms as closely as possible to the panel distibution prescntld i [Ref. 13.
Part IVI.

The wing model was oscillated in pitch about a 5r rut hrd isa at a Mach number
A = 0"6 and frequency h = 20 H/. The resulting \lbratlon Mode oil the ,tore coIsiSted of
both vertical and lateral motion. The nondimensioi|I nl-\, illd \ibratiii node is deilCd as
[Ref. 13. Part IV]

f./( .it (f0.302 - 0(891 - 3 1 2 1-71
-- 66 ,12 - 260,v- 2 i/ lull 17i 627

!(0 320 0- 9 *92 I (ol tore)

Xt 1) 0 ( (on lIImI ,
-(-1 .017 • (I 0t4-7\ (on ,ior )

where the term -'on siore" relers to the store. p1)o tlad l.h1icr i,,CnMl],. I hc vcrlical conl-
ponent of the modal displacetient Is given b 1,. for vhtfh the diplicenicni, arc polive In
the positive :-direction. Ihe lateral COjInponeni of 1t Iitdr, i LitCll 11\ ]F or ,Iich thc dis-

placements tre positive in the positive i-direction I lie rciciccec lenth it / 016396 111 and
the %- and i-ordinatcs are .s lsumed o he glven in itetlr'-

The expression for , on the ,ing assum.s a parabohc dC10rn, lonn Ith (tic patm iv c dirct.ion
and no clastic dcfornation in the chordw ie directio Ilie lilr .OpOIetit of 1t is dile to
rigid body pitch (rotation) about .in ais through the lcntrC (1 the root chord. ,itlh a ,,mall
contribution being due to a spanwise bending aid torsion distribltiil. lit Iteral com11pollent
of the displacement mode. , . i,, C 'ipo,ed of rigid bod', \.i\% and sidcN%%\ of ihe uindcr ing

store assembly.
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The mode is normalised such that at the chordwise wing section containing the point
(x, y) = (0.5648, -0.0977) the slope of the oscillatory mode is given by

d
-(Ifv) -I 6.29
dx

on the wing.
The nodal line for the in-wind vibration mode for the NLR wing with underwing store is

presented in Figure 19. Comparison of Figure 9a with Figure I) shows that the nodal line of
Figure 19 is very similar to that of the clean wing at Mach number M = 0"6 and frequency
F = 20 Hz. Note that the vertical displacement of the store was taken equal to the displacement
of the wing at location (x, v) = (0-430, 0.477).

The unsteady spanwise normal force distribution on the wing in the presence of the under-
wing store has been calculated by the present method. The equation for the normal force distri-
bution has been defined in Equation 6.17. Figure 20 shows the unsteady local normal force
distribution calculated by the present method and compares it with the results of NLR doublet
lattice calculations and experimental data [Ref. 13, Part IV]. As for the two previous cases
involving the NLR wing combination (described in Sections 6.3 and 6-4). excellent agreement
has been obtained between the present method and the NLR doublet lattice method for calcul-
ations of the spanwise normal load distribution on the wing with underwing store. Even at the
discontinuity caused by the presence of the pylon, and where the nonplanar effects are the
greatest, the agreement is very good. Once again, the experimental results yield a force distri-
bution whose magnitude is less than that predicted by the theoretical methods.

When compared with the loading distribution on the clean wing, the nonplanar interference
due to the pylon and store placed beneath the wing has a pronounced effect. The aerodynamic
interference is responsible for an increase of the loading inboard of the pylon and a decrease
on the outboard side. A discontinuity or jump in the real part of the normal load distribution
also occurs at the pylon station. However. no such discontinuity is present in the imaginary part.

The forces and moments acting on the store and pylon assembly haxe been calculated using
the present method, and arc defined by the following equations

/ - C' 0 "I

,1 il :(- .("l l'"" 6'3 1
4

" -~ it t x (' o 0'.

4

%,here C, is the normai force coeffictent tpo,,it xc in the pootixc :-dlrct on

CM is the pitching moment coetlicilnt aboutthe1 balanc ccintIre C ot'' ,I .c no,c tip1

C, is the side force coefficient tposiiitc ill the positixc i-dirccloll.

C,, is the yawing moment coefficient about the balance ccilrc (po(,)sitc nose in Ic
positie v-direction):

1 is the mean geometric chord G_ 0-4183 ml

S is the semi-span I 06226 rl).
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The force and moment coefficients are given by:

212 Z-<- 41 COS T k6.34

41 C ' /k k (v,1, 'liAO. - 35

=, 4-7\ s in .4 k 6 36

where XBLis the dimensional v-ordinate of the balance centre xB l 0-430 ni). Thle kariahles
;A, Yk. Ak and xVk are as defined in Section 6-4 ([quations 6-25 and 6-26). and the sunmnation
is taken over all panels on the store, launcher and py'lon assemihly.

Table 7 presents the unsteady force and moment coctlicients obtained by tire present method
and compares them with theoretical and experimental results obtained by Iijdeman et al. [Ref. 13,
Part IV]. When compared with the NLR doublet lattice niethod. the prese nt mcethou . ields
coefficients which are from 1 6". to 46- 1", greater in magnitude. Inl conitrast to til,. thc phase
angles exhibit considerably better agreement. the differences, being less than 2-O .1 ii behasioiir
is similar to that described for the tipstore in Sect ion 6 4.

I-or a further discussiotn of' the differetnces bets~ecn tlheorc)iC L CLciknt11' ios sithi the J i Cl
method atid the N LR doublet lattice method. t lie reaider I, referredl o Sction

6.6 Aligned Panels for NI.R NNing % ith Store ( onfigurations

In the application of the doublet lalttce method to, tftiine 'urtdLC cOr'ihNinons1 that are
coplanar it i essciiiial that the pancls be aligned Ill 1treltnt\% h irip, I or inplanar contic'ur-
ations this requirement niai, be ref ased a lo)1g a' th1C 01.e 1'tWI JOel d10 iiCros1 and eAu11C
a singularntx, that i,, not located at thc eenwre ot ie iiiteeriiil ittersal o!' he1 planrel. It ut
however, be T oted that fo(r itotplanar pate) contbirtitons\ l i InI e ltproximnit% lo each1
other, such aColigurat ion \kill lead 1t' a 1more tonIplex C\tii in lel.oar and ii iplanrar parts
of the Kernel f-uncti ni.

F-romt an Inspection oit I igure IS it I, appareiint Ire,1 111,,-n e dge' '11 panls on theC
canard tins arnd aft ks igs of thle t npstic io iitin Im up ii, [ ~ ICXI%, 'I i K A I 111C ii
that comprise theC launneher and niissile bolk -\ sinnilmii nLiiw e Iin I g,,ire I f.x ir ie

panels on the canard tins\ and nft Of li Il0 e underss' l ne s1Ie d" IW 1it1e Ill' III ienoie
strips ss ith the necarb\ panels On the JIunelic lieC s11tor 6.wl I'Il lie

Tisko ness Panel distrIbutron-1, \ket-, credk t1r li4 ,' .11 inn-.ii n. 5 nfgnri n
and theN s1pCenticalx embodied hcl teanite that all plii in~t iioiiiii pino i %ker iA.ined
iti swrafltscs stripsN. The aligned panel dintiiUii t01 .1, .: C -1,; 1illttd InI
Figure 21. and s is created inip)l\ 1) nltodtfs, ifl !'t1e'.- diii hi I ii ,I panls onl the
launcher arid missile bod\, imretsring 11re total riinnbIhr 'o 11"11 Io i'10 t6. 1[I~ureC 22
shows the aligned panel distribulton for 11C \W 1 rill HinIi 1 mrde NIo 11e Iite\\ 1

II distri-
bution increased thle nuilber ()I panels fromt 244 to -4i4. ,idl',~ 111 Inceiernent ItI the pi)
distribution occurred on the launieber. missil hoi. i tire Lm ilieciru of the sie
pylon junction.

Table 8 presents the untisrads tortial force and~ pitching r' eT111irrc seliCjjierits 'btnitcd otr
the aligned panel distribUtiott ott the MI R %k ie it I: ilKr ire iisirLe lieC I-eseitl t1itod. I he,
results are compared ksith those of the \LOR dIouletC latt c itclid II3" tirdI earlCI eldcutior[1ts
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using the present method, both of which did not have an aligned panel distribution. Ihe coeffi-
cients have been calculated for a Mach number Al = 0-6 and frequency of oscillation F = 20 Hz.
When comparing the two results obtained by the present method, it is evident that the normal
force coefficients are in excellent agreement. The greatest relative difference occurs between
the magnitudes of the pitching moment coefficients. Since the normal force coefficient was less
sensitive to the change to an aligned panel distribution, the change in pitching moment reflects
a change in the predicted centre of pressure. Note that it is common to see a greater change
in a moment coefficient than the corresponding force coefficient when a relatiely coarse panel
distribution is refined.

An inspection of Figure 21 shows that the panel distribution on the surface representing
the launcher and missile body has been considerably refined. In comparison to the non-aligned
panel distribution shown in Figure 15. the number of panels on the launcher and missile bokdy
has been increased by a factor of 2-5. Since this aerodynamic surface is large in relation to
the complete tipstore, and its panels make a large contribution to the pitching moment. it is
reasonable to see a large variation in the pitching moment coefficient.

As the aligned panel distribution resulted in a considerably more refined panel distri-tution
for the tipstore assembly, it is not possible to separate the effect of aligning the panels in stream-
wise strips from the overall eftect of having a more refined panel distribution. As the result,,
obtained using the aligned panel distribution are similar to those that would hac been obtained
with only a refinement in the panel distribution, there is no evidence of any numerical difficulties
associated with the non-aligned panel distribution.

Table 9 presents the unsteady normal force, pitching momlent, side force and yawing
moment coefficients obtained for the NLR wing with underwing store using the present method
and an aligned panel distribution. The results are compared with those of the NLR doublet
lattice method [13] and earlier calculations using the present method, both of which did not
haxe an aligned panel distribution. The coefficient,, hae been calculated for a Maeh number
M = 0-6 and frcju,-",cy of oscillation F 20 H/.

As for the .Iii,ned panel distribution for the tipstorc, the aligned panel distribution for the
underwing store yields forces and moments that are in excellent agreement with those obtained
for the non-aligned case. Fhe largest rclatise differenccs Occur in the results for tlic yawing

moment coefficient, and all the phase angles experience only ininor %arial on.

As mentioned previously for the NLR tipstore. the aligned panel distribution is much
more refined than the original non-aligned distribution (see -ig. 21). In particular, the number
of panels on the launcher has increased by a factor of three. Since this aerodynamic surface
has a large surface area. it is not surprising to see that the predicted ,ass ing moment coctlicicnts
hase %aried from those obt,. ned for the non-aligned panel d istribt tio. [ he rClatlli nlch
smaller ,ariation in the pitching moment cocfficient is due to the rcdJu.cd iccl of rciiteniit
of the panels on the undersing store that contrihute to the pitehing ionient co fliciciII. As
for the tipstore case, there is no cidene of an\ numerical instabilit_, ii the calc t oll lll, per-
formed ssth the non-aligned panel distribution.

7. !)IS(' SSlON

I ict. prc..cml tornlptlalt~ion l Iforilul tloll of the ,.oul'Ict 1,11ti,.' 111L11'l h, K cil b ' l p {pilcd I-,,

tin'. dilercnt hlfti g stUrfL.c coti ur ,iLtiiat I lic %arlii, eiitmbi i, l .. iils -. . ,'ll I.t ti

% ng and talplnc in tii dci , a t a lrg inl iolalio il. a ,,,lt i kl, . i putr. ii I .i ing

v, iIh .i untIder ng storc. ( )f thesc ruins tIflleuilrUramioiis Ic l tter I ,.,. rcpr'ciit !I1 "1mi,,-, elm plc,

i Itiplanar icrod niic ititeramim ariahs.d hcrc. ind ih \ 'li tu piltuitirk fitlif.tcili tct

1..',C' ucd ill hc Csalutioni, . )f the prcscnt nethiod.

I hc sidc range if .onfiguratoiis That \va' analscd -lis,
,  iltii IPi0 1!t1f,1uicr I g, 1i

I )t I .I carn handle m ost (.onitluraiions. pro tded that i hex,  ire ifih d sl ith it tie liti-
atils imposed h\, the d, .ihlct latti-c mcthod. Although not c on-idCrCd It ih, epoit.' lull- 0I

partlial-spii ont rol surface,, mia he included. Also., problcil s l iI,.l I fails or si\%w fills

may, he anal ,,cd s, it bouI additional diffict, l,
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When compared with [I], the present method has resulted in a significant improvement in
the speed of computation of the matrix of aerodynamic influence coefficients. For the NLR
wing with underwing store configuration (described in Section 6"5), the present method reduced
the time spent in this phase of the computations by 39%. This improvement in computational
speed has been achieved without any reduction in numerical accuracy.

The results obtained by the present method for planar, nonplanar and intersecting lifting
surface combinations have been compared with the results of other workers in the field. The
comparisons show that the results of the present method generally lie within the range of results
obtained by the other methods. Problems with a small (non-iero) vertcal separation between
streamwise columns of panels [3] can be handled up to the point wehere the separation is ,it-gh-
gibly small.

However, for the configurations inolving a wing and tipstore (Section 6.4) and a s ing
and underwing store (Section 6.5), the comparisons indicate that a number of diflerenccs exist
between the theoretical results of the present method and those of the NLR doublet lattice
method. When compared with the results of the NLR calculations, the present method consis-
tently predicts forces on the tipstore and underwing store that are larger in magnitude. Ihere
does not, however, appear to be any constant factor involed. Although the iagnitudes are
significantly different, the agreement in the predicted phase angles is excellent for all the force,
and moments.

The possibility that the non-aligned nature of the panel distributions on the NLR tipstorc
and underwing store configurations was contributing to the differences in force and moment
coefficients was investigated. Aligned panel distributions for both the tipstore and underssing
store cases were created (Section 6"6). and the results of the calculations sscre comparcd swith
those obtained using the original panel distributions. The differences hcteetn the isv',, sets
of results appeared to be due to the refinenicnt of the panel distribution, xshich had occurred
for the cases with the aligned panels. There was no indication of any nutmerical mnstahilitie,.

Another interesting point arises \Ahen the theorctical rcsults for the force and moimeont
distribution o\cr the NLR wing arc compared with eperimental result,,. It i, c\ident from
Figures II, 12. 13. 14. 17 and 20 that there is a trend for the theoretical methods to predict force
and moment distrihutions whose nagnitudes are greater than the e\pcrinicntal results,, lhis
irend is generall. follo\s ed b. the theoretical results of'tle present nmetho lien predictirig fores
acting on the tipsiore and undcrks ng store. A similar trend in the NLR doUblcl lattice predic-
tion, is not cxidciit in the results that has.e been presented.

8. (ON('I SION

1he present foirmlato. otll the doublet laticc incilhod lis hccn applied !la i arvc itricl\

of liftin,, surface conhiatnloni,. As progranitned at ARI. the tmethod is gcncrall.\ applicable
to nonplanar atid nionparallcl conbinarions of intcrfering littiit! suflcsC. Ihfc rcsulllts of h lie

present met hod ha\c been cornpared xlh Ii those obtainCd li\ tier xorkcr. andil Ihe coi parison
shoss generally good agreenent. Homcs r, for the tell csin, i \,g NI R \xiigs \%iih cither
a ltpstore or an undcrixinL store. the agrccnent bt\\ ccte lie prcdictcd rirignittides otC thle forces

acting ott the store , ilblies \ ,is not is, 0ood. ,1111OiQh lhe phase . .1ti 1c xi, in\ClC Ill c t"Clcnl
agreement
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APP'ENDIX A

~inter s0oi pocczim -A~hen rz > 0 oier the inlegj.ation iltcrval

),khell 0 i. il[ cgilk ot Iquaw ns 4 -12 and 4 i13 no longer apply. Hence,
the nornwkia~j ilh., !' ..: iclamq thc norion,!\% h onl the r'th receiving panel to the
uniform picv,,urk, 1% '11 1 11 I'C11ding I'lancI heCcitcs

whOcrc d,~. A -2

A -3

422

f r - v c nI i I J I ) : - ' l i I 'I d 1 hc ~ d w r l - cl T o2 I i I I I I i

01
d/.



Let the line between points A: (x, YA' zA) and B :(x, y, zB) be represented by the para-
metric relationship

rAB(p) = X A(p) i + YAB(P) j + ZAB(p) k -I1<p p < A'10

where XAB(p) =. + 'p . (XA + VB)/
2  

= (xB - xA)/2 A I I

YAB(P) =. + 5'9p (YA + YB)/ 2  - = (YB - YA)/2  A'12

ZAB(p) = + zp z (ZA + ZB),2  Z - 'A)!2 A-13

Hence Equations A-8 and A-9 may be written as

JO P = G('(x ,(p), y ,(p), z,(p)) dl
1(1--IJ y,(p) 2 + z,(p) 2  pdp A'i4

1 2 (P) y(p). z,(p)) dldp A-1
±)J() +Z,(P) 2) 2  dp

where xI(P) = -, - XAB( P )  A. 16

Y,(P) = Y,- YAB(P) A -17

z,(p) = ZI- ZAB(p) A 18

dl (drAB drAB t  :221

dp dp dp ).--

and (x,, v, z,) is the location of the control point *in the r'th recei-,ing panel for the combination
being considered.

By substituting Equations A" 16, A" 17. and A. 18 into Equations A" i4 ind A !5 ' c ohtain

dI G, 1(P) djp A -20J
I D(p

=(2 d iJ G(P)C/p A 21dlp I D(p) 2

where 1)(p) = ap" hp 4 c A 22

a ' A::"23

h -2[il(, ) - ]24

(y -. }) t (, -+ ( 2' , 25

Now, in order to evaluate the integrals in Lquations A- 20 and A 21. let uP, rcprcwcnt ; ''(,
and G'"2 (p) by second-order Lagrangian interpolation polynomnial

3
G"l = '(a. P

2
I- hip I" i){'l~ , A 26



(op A-27

(p .'*~'' 2' ~ 2 v. I,, A 29s

clm n lie 11 ,!1f L).

Mihcret he Pl'P..L ', Mild ,,Ci oem!I t a,. a 2nd Kare plcs~1 nrcd III abtle W'. Br rLIIO(),Nll the

1 11 ., , ! 1. !1 1



-2 b2 
- 4ac 0 A41

b + 2ap

JP p=I InID bj- I dp A-42

b Db2a 2a D

2dp = p _ b In ) + 2 -Ip A.43D a - 2a 2- 2a 2  D

The indefinite integrals corresponding to the definite integrals in Equation A.38 are:

I =b +2ap + d2 2 - 4ac 0 A.44

-(4ac -- b2)D (4a - )J D

I Ldp bp +2c h I d b

)2 - (4ac - b2D (4at - h2) DdP" - 4ac 0 A45

Sp2 (b2 - 2ac)p + be 2c 2 b

-Ddp = - bD - h2) dp, - 4ac 0 A-46

I 8a 3I A 1 !
-- = 8adh

2 - 4ac =0 A.47
h + 2ap) a "

4o-p A2h

d" ,h2 4m. . 0: A .4S

SP" dp 4ap 021  -49

/ = (h 2-ap- ., / . - 4c - 0t A'49

Note that since )2 represents the ).ariation of r- = ,-: oer the inter,,al 1, then
D2 - 0. Thus the determinant h

2 - 4ac is less than or equal to iero for all practical cases of
interest and. therefore, %kc may neglect any integrals obtained for the case h2 - 4a( 0.

Olh
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APPENDIX B

Integration procedure when r2 ( 0 in the centre of the integration interval

In the doublet lattice method. %,hen the r2 = 0 singularity occurs it must do so in the centre
of the interval 1, over which the integration of Equation 2'4 is defined. Following the method
of Appendix A. the interval 1, may be subdivided into n smaller intervals. Furthermore. if we
assume that the singularity falls symmetrically within tile i'th interval, then the downwash
influence coefficient may bc written as

(I 12
Dr,, Dr + D 1f1I

hB. I.n G , B ' , .A '  /  B -2
where D = ddl dl 3

21 B,,, B

The line integrals are evaluated oxer n straight line segments between points A,: (VA,,,.) 3',. r,, )

and Bn,: (.VBl,, vn, :,, .. Points A, and Bn represent the two end points of the interval I,.
The integrals in the first and third terms of Equations B.2 and B-3 may be Cealuated using

the method described in Appendix A. It now remains to dcr e a method for solving the finite
part integrals in Equations B -2 and B 3. If w&e dispensc \kith the subscript i then tile integrals
of interest are

/w) - l 1.4

Aj

Now Imncet 0 I in the Centre of tIh inlr,,al fronil pl l .: v. .po int _:B (--

B': :R). the lile between these two point,, can be expressed by the paratn'c rclai:i, -',hi p

r.,X([ 5 . ,'A(P) i - } jt i- /5 I)) k -I /I I It ,

v, here \ - . p , /)- -. 2 (K • O n k2 2 "

W.i)1 , A) f i - ., 2 It,1€ '

/ (>)-5 p 5 -(' - i2 I ,

and the control point for the panel conbinaiion i, lotated at k \," I,. \,ic thtt , :I"

tile control point on the recciw ng panel and the lit point on the wiJui i, xmr .I a, n Ii c III 4,
lie on the same streamwtse line.



Using the above definitions of XAB(P), YAB(P) and ZA(P) we obtain

x,(p) = X, - (. + .ip) B10

yI(p) = -/p B" I I

zI(p) = -2p B 12

Hence we see that r2 
= 2 + z'2 is simply

r2  ±(. 2 + 22)p2 B-13

and, as in Appendix A, we have that

dl (i2 + ,2 + 2)1 2 B-14
dp

Thus Equations B-4 and B-5 become

I dl + G" 1(p)
= 2 + 2 --dp BIS

p 2 Z d P2

1 dl t I G' -)(p) 16
, 2 _ :; 2 ip _I lip

Following the method of Farrell [5], the numerator,, (I' (p) and G,2'(p) may be approxi-
mated by polynomials of order (n

G6t1{p, = I" '" p (;1, ) (p) 13-17

n

G(
2
)(p) = "h I (11:([,i)  B 18

where the hi, are the coefficients of the polynomial. The abscissae p, are the roots of the ,zth
order Tchebycheff polynomial of the first kind. The abscissae may be determined from the
following equation [Ref. 15. p. 889]

pi COS (2i l n I19
2n

By substituting Equations B 17 and B. 18 into [qualion. B 15 and B 10 x e ohlain

dl 't (III (, I1p B" 20
S-2 + -2 p

2) - - -2C'(
2

1 (1-2 (/P) 11321
2 + 2 dp

iP



~here 4 P /pB2

dp 23

BN equating like poners of p. the h, may he calculated from

11 (p - '')

/j, P, ' _ " _i __ . i= 1, 2..... 1 B-24
FI~ (pi /'

As in Reference 5. an eighth order polynomial has been chosen. I his corresponds to

n 9. and the abscissae p. and the weights C,''I and (.,'2' hase been calculated and are listed

in Table II.



TABLE I

Values of Generaised Airforces, Q, for the AGARD Wing-Tailplane Configuration (for h = 0)
as Obtained by Different Workers

h 0 Albano Giesing Present Present

M = 0-8 Q. Perkinson Albano Kalman Method Method
Davies Rodden Rodden Rodden Farrell (1) (2)

Q11  0,4403 0.4425 0-4554 0-4401 04377 0-4551 0 4557
SQ,1  359-9 359-9 359-9 359-9 3600 360.0 360 0

Q, 2  0-6202 0.6121 0-6655 0,6557 0(0457 0.6654 0-6653
Q, 180.0 180-0 180.0 180-0 180(o 180.0 180

k=0 ___---__--

Q,, 0.1046 0.1054 0.1107 0.1044 0.1049 0-1109 o1083
_Q2  180-3 180-3 180.3 180.3 , 180(0 180.0 180.0

Q22  0.1759 0-1954 0.2237 0.2126 0 -2184 02235 0-2261
Q22  180.2 180.2 180.2 1802 180-0 180-0 1800

Q,,, 1-5865 1.6022 15496 1.5688 14212 1-5187 1.5714
Q, 314-2 314-4 3112 310.7 312'3 311-7 310-8

Q1 2  0-9180 0-8910 0-9081 0.9495 0.8752 0.90(6 0-9484

•Q,2 265-5 2663 267-2 265-4 265-0 267.1 265-,
k 1 .5 - - - -- - - <-i - -

I -03 I-09 1-05501 I 01 1 0(-9-507 1-0250 I 05S4

Q2 1  291 .7 2914 287T2 28,5 289-9 288 2 289-0

Q, 1-2845 1-2386 1-2144 12719 11448 1-1906 1.2747
p" Q, 2 294.7 294 3 293-7 292.9 294-1 294-0 2932



FABLE 2

Values of Generalised Airforces, Qq, for the AGARD Wing-Tailplane Configuration as Obtained
by Different Workers

I Albano Present PresentIII
S6 4 Perkinson Method Method

A1 0 8 1)as cs Rodden l:arrcll (1) (2)

Q . 1470 01490 0.1374 0-1425 0-1432

359-8 359.8 3600 360.0 360-0

Q, 0.6402 0.6312 0-6661 0,6866 0.6868
Q I 1 80 180) 0800 180.0

k=0 -- - -

Q: 2404 o 240{5 0 2527 02674 )- 266

S 181 80-I I80.0 18o0 180.0

_1619 0 1817 0 -.1958 0-2093 0-2117

( 181 3 181.2 180-0 180.0 18I.(

I -009 I 1200 0978() I 0475 10838
301 3 31-3 299 .298 9 83

1 1.,42 I 1128 10735 1.172 1 158X4

, ...." 2 ; 9 249- 2-(9-6 250-.

0 9(1-, 1 122 1).259 o).x93' ll-y241

(9> 2 x 1 2- .- - 27o 9 27 -l 2 - ,

sI 33) I -1082 I i- I ;4
0 28Y 2 1m, 2 2x -, 4

-? t-



TABLE 3

Generalised Airforces for the AGARD Wing-Tailplane Configuration for Various Values of
Vertical Separation, h, Between Wing and Tailplane

k=1.5 IQ,,, e2  Q21

M=0-8 Q12 Q21 Q22

Present Present Present Present
h Davies Method Davies Method Daic,. Method )a-,ie', Method

(2) (2) (2) 121

0 15865 1-5714 0.9180 0.9484 1-0043 1.0654 12845 -2747
314-2 310.8 265-5 265.8 291.7 289.0 294.7 293 2

0-01 15519 15514 0-9332 0.9524 0.9973 1 0577 1 2890 -2736
3133 310.7 264.0 264.9 290.4 288.7 294.0 292

0.04 14773 14782 0-9640 0.9789 0.9843 1 .0350 12992 12783
311.4 309.3 261-2 261.7 287-7 2866 292-6 291 3

0.1 1.3730 13606 1.0040 10304 1 0.962 1 .0043 13151 12947
308"7 306-1 258.0 257 •5 284.3 282"8 291 3 2X9 2

0-2 1.2624 1.2463 I .0479 1.0780 0.9428 0.9726 • 337 1 .;140
305.9 303.0 255.2 254.1 281.4 279.5 290.4 287-8

0.3 11948 1178 1.0790 11073 0 927'1 09521 I35)9 1 3-i
304.0 301-2 2 53-7 252.3 279.8 2778. 290.0 2X-

0.4 .1511 1.1350 1024 I- 1285 ().9174 0-93X4 13o95 3 -

302.8 299.9 252 8 251.2 2790 2768 29.- 2S(9

0'5 1 -1216 1-1049 1 1204 11452 0'9113 1).929o, .3795 3 469
301 9 2990 2522 2505 278.4 276.2 289.5 28* .

0.6 1 - IXN 1083h 1 1342 I -1584 0.9072 0.9241 138o7 I 3543
.013 2983 2517 250.0 278.0 275- 289.2 286 4

TABLE 4

Gencralised Airforces for Stark's T-ttil for Zero Frequency, and Two Mach Numbers as Obtained

by Different Workers

V .1) IN0

KaJman Ka lomt,

Qp 1 Roddcn Prcent Roddci P rccnt
Stark (lieing Me I hod S , rk ( I n Ct Io

-0-06220 -06095 -0543(, -- ( S I - 0 t)4 -o 721

Q2 1 -3.2503 -3*3647 -34032 -- 3 (,6 1 S'8 8941

Q1 -07813 -0.7965 82() ---0 78S23 --(1 "98 -- l 82'



TABLE 5

(eneralised Airforces for Stark's T-tail as Obtained by Different Workers

k = 0"6 k= 0.9
M=0.8 M = 0.8

Kalman
Rodden Present Present

Stark Da,,c Zwaan Giesing Farrell Method Stark Farrell Method

30826 32121 32873 33527 27470 30975 4 088(X) 4.1775 48070
Q1  258-8 260-6 259.8 261.0 260.6 260.4 264.9 266.2 265-5

Q 0 3202 0.3399 0.3475 03431 0.2799 0.3215 0.7020 0.6016 0-'/045
Q. 323 9 328'-.5 327.4 329.4 32X 1 328.1 330-6 333-7 332.7

Q) 01695 0-1859 01865 0'1830 0'1680 0.1828 0.3214 102971 0'3358
Q , 624 615 608 619 616 60-9 52-0 50.4 49.7

4. 4462x 4-5670 4.5650 4.6612 4.4291 4-6103 5-3736 51126 5-4491
Q. 210 7 211-1 210.9 212.3 211 1) 211- 220-8 220!.1 221.2

S - -'58 0.93 0-7936 0-8134 0 7815 5708 1 1.2419 1.2185 1.2827
Q:, 28 2 282 I 28l9 283 3 2823 2822 286'5 288-3 2N7'6

, 21113 I}.'191 12183 o)2269 0)2282 12331 0 3692 01.3882 0140S5Q. 298 2 299)) 298 9 2983 2966 2978 31"2 31076 309.0

K I r 2 I 11 54 1 10(x6 I 13s3 1 43 I 6 16, 3-60 14446 1 4904
4-224 - 2246 2249 22. 249 232! 1,6 .3

. I 89-' 1 1874 0. 1948 () 2t() 12022 (1 3214 0 .3484 5

Q, 2 - 299- 2997 299.8 3(1 299," 304; - .85 3107

1 " 119 u 3349 03349 o3523 0-3590 0-361 154,4 t1,5794 0),59I1
. 2 , s 2X9.f, 28) 6 289.4 2888 2894 29v 1 2968 2)75



TABLE 6

Comparison of Unsteady Loads on the NLR Wing

with Tipstore for M = 0.6 and M = 0.8 at
F = 20Hz

M = 0"6 NLR NLR Present

k = 0.4 Experiment Doublet Method
F = 20 Hz Lattice

C, 0.08374 0.08334 0-09286

C, 1171 5-51 6.05I-

C, 0.04610 0-03298 0.04125

CM 356-27 345.95 344.89

(a)

k = 0-8 NL.R NLR Present

k = 0.3 Experi- Doublet Method

F 20 H i  ment Lattice

C., 0-09S31 0-09402 1 0.10733

C', 9-37 1.22 1

('% (004540 01-3324 0(04367

C.., 352'40 344 29 143-

(h)(

[ABLE 7

(omparison of t nstead. L.oads on the N IR k% ing

with I nderwing Store for Vl 0 6 and f 2011,

Vf ( 0 NI R NI.R Prc,:n

0. 4 | plCi- ltIbCI \%c:1h1d

t 20 H/ 1 e11 lal:L'C

Ci 0 13314 i ( )1 11 S 'V I-,

C, 3739 2 5 , 2,, 4S

(,I (t 0221. 021109 i) 11-4

%I i to 3142 , 342 10i

0, ( 0-1 l-(12 ' l W ji)'1 )4 () 1 1, 4 )

( (' I 2 357 --s !S.) " 77

% o 19(9) () 1 (7 ))718

% 179 '2 111 87 16 9"80



TABLE 8

Comparison of Unsteady Loads on the NLR Wing
with Tipstore Obtained Using Aligned and Non-

aligned Panel Distributions

M = 0"6 NLR Present Method
k = 0-4 Doublet .

F = 20 Hz Lattice Non-aligned Aligned
Panels Panels

Cz 0.08334 0-09286 0.09339

Cz 5.51 6-05 5.46

CM 0.03298 0.04125 0.03571

C' 345-95 344.89 342.75

TABLE 9

Comparison of Unsteady Loads on the NLR Wing
with Underwing Store Obtained Using Aligned and

Non-aligned Panel Distributions

AV - 0.6 NLR Present Method
= 0.4 Doublet - - - -

f1= 20 H/ Lattice Non-aligned Aligned

Panels Panes

C/ 01.11111i 1).01571 1)01564

(, 26-56 2N-45 28.34

002309 0.03374 )-03354

CM 34235 342-10 341 96

( (10.5104 (1-06146 0.06261
( 357 75 359 .77 359' 5s

(., 0. (X)7()7 0) 00171S, 0-1W647
171 87 169-86 168'26

IAIE 10

Abscisae p. and (oefficients a. b, and c{for i I to 3) 1 %cd in Integration
Scheme h, hen r2 1)

I , -1 , 64549224 0

2 I1 II - I t' t o t 7  o 0 I I

3 .o "74<966(,9 ii X1(11113 ( 64,497224 (1.1



TABLE I I

Abscissae p, and Vieights ("I and 12' for "Finite Part" Integration

dp CI f 11 (p.)

p(p
• - p z C , ' ,(p,)

-j p

- - £7863447
1 0.8487-1 -007624 1': 2-5238880

5 00 14, 1396, 419 1 11120

6 0 14,071143 61602844 -523841147

-S66025404' 0.4698417 -.

9 0-0 -191"4m,24
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Re Czj

1" Cz

M 0.6 F 40OHz

N LR experiment-

N LR doublet lattice ----

Present method

F, 13 H' "§IFADY SPANWVISF NORMAL FORCEF DISTRIBUTION FOR THE

F A % %1 tR \,%I NG A T %I 0f A AND F 410117



Re Cmij

M 06 F40H?

N L R exrImenI

N LB douIhlft latt ice - ---

Pre~sent miethod -

FI1C74 INSTPADY SPANWISE PITCHING MOMENT DISTRIBUTION FOR THE

F'I AN NI. R WING AT M z 0.6 AND F 40HZ.
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(a) M 0.6
F 20Hz

(h) M, 0.3

F ?011,,
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Re Gz,

Tipstore
I a tj nc her

M 0.6 F20 Hz

TI jl~ WO(RA t )AP) IST R IUTF ION F OR THE N I B

I T'~ IVBIEM A T V 06G AND F 20HI



Y

-- 0 6396 m 1

x

0 10cm

Numb)[er of pan-els

Win( 126

Pylon 6

Canard fins 24
Aft wings 48

LaUncher 2 0
Missile body 20

Total 244

F IG. 18 PANEL DISTRIBUTION FOR THE NLR WING WITH PYLON STORE USED

IN THEORETICAL CALCU LATIONS WITH THE DOUBLET LATTICE
METHOD.



-Axis of rotation

- --- ----- Nodal line

Node p)oint of
the store

M 0.6 F 2OHz

Fl( 19 1", WIND VIBRATION %1()[) OF IHF %IR WIN(] WITH P~yLON AND

T;~P [ IL )N[)F HVVlN(I SJ(.)R



Re CziNt

08

04

0.
Pylon

[II I Iz

M 0.6 F 20Hz

N LR experiment

NLR doublet lattice

Present method

FI( 20 UNSTEADY SPANWISE NORMAL FORCE DISTRIBUTIONS FOR THE
NLR WING WITH COMPLETE PYLON AND STORE AT M - 0.6 AND
F 20H/Z.
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